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ABSTRACT
Federated Learning (FL) enables learning a shared model across
many clients without violating the privacy requirements. One of the
key aributes in FL is the heterogeneity that exists in both resource
and data due to the dierences in computation and communication
capacity, as well as the quantity and content of data among dierent
clients. We conduct a case study to show that heterogeneity in
resource and data has a signicant impact on training time and
model accuracy in conventional FL systems. To this end, we propose
TiFL, a Tier-based Federated Learning System, which divides clients
into tiers based on their training performance and selects clients
from the same tier in each training round to mitigate the straggler
problem caused by heterogeneity in resource and data quantity. To
further tame the heterogeneity caused by non-IID (Independent
and Identical Distribution) data and resources, TiFL employs an
adaptive tier selection approach to update the tiering on-the-y
based on the observed training performance and accuracy over
time. We prototype TiFL in a FL testbed following Google’s FL
architecture and evaluate it using popular benchmarks and the state-
of-the-art FL benchmark LEAF. Experimental evaluation shows that
TiFL outperforms the conventional FL in various heterogeneous
conditions. With the proposed adaptive tier selection policy, we
demonstrate that TiFL achieves much faster training performance
while keeping the same (and in some cases - beer) test accuracy
across the board.
KEYWORDS
federated learning, stragglers, resource heterogeneity, data hetero-
geneity, edge computing
1 INTRODUCTION
Modern mobile and IoT devices (such as smart phones, smart wear-
able devices, smart home devices) are generating massive amount
of data every day, which provides opportunities for craing so-
phisticated machine learning (ML) models to solve challenging AI
* Equal contribution.
tasks [14]. In conventional high-performance computing (HPC), all
the data is collected and centralized in one location and proceed by
supercomputers with hundreds to thousands of computing nodes.
However, security and privacy concerns have led to new legislation
such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [33] and
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
[29] that prevent transmiing data to a centralized location, thus
making conventional high performance computing dicult to be
applied for collecting and processing the decentralized data. Fed-
erated Learning (FL) [26] shines light on a new emerging high
performance computing paradigm by addressing the security and
privacy challenges through utilizing decentralized data that is train-
ing local models on the local data of each client (data parties) and
using a central aggregator to accumulate the learned gradients of lo-
cal models to train a global model. ough the computing resource
of individual client may be far less powerful than the computing
nodes in conventional supercomputers, the computing power from
the massive number of clients can accumulate to form a very pow-
erful “decentralized virtual supercomputer”. Federated learning has
demonstrated its success in a range of applications. From consumer-
end devices such as GBoard [12, 39] and keyword spoing [21] to
pharmaceuticals [34], medical research [9], nance [35] , and manu-
facturing [11]. ere has also been a rise of FL tools and framework
development, such as Tensorow Federated [17], LEAF [7], Pad-
dleFL [16] and PySy [30] to facilitate these demands. Depending
on the usage scenarios, FL is usually categorized into cross-silo FL
and cross-device FL [18]. In cross-device FL, the clients are usually
a massive number (e.g., up to 1010) of mobile or IoT devices with
various computing and communication capacities [18, 19, 25] while
in cross-silo FL, the clients are a small number of organizations
with ample computing power and reliable communications [18, 38].
In this paper, we focus on the cross-device FL (for simplicity, we
call it FL in the following), which intrinsically pushes the hetero-
geneity of computing and communication resources to a level that
is rarely found in datacenter distributed learning and cross-silo FL.
More importantly, the data in FL is also owned by clients where
the quantity and content can be quite dierent from each other,
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causing severe heterogeneity in data that usually does not appear
in datacenter distributed learning, where data distribution is well
controlled.
We rst conduct a case study to quantify how data and resource
heterogeneity in clients impacts the performance of FL with Fe-
dAvg in terms of training performance and model accuracy, and
we summarize the key ndings below: (1) training throughput is
usually bounded by slow clients (a.k.a. stragglers) with less compu-
tational capacity and/or slower communication, which we name
as the resource heterogeneity. Asynchronous training is oen em-
ployed to mitigate this problem in datacenter distributed learning,
but literature has shown that synchronization is a beer approach
for secure aggregation [5] and dierential privacy [26]. Moreover,
FedAvg [25] has become a common algorithm for FL that uses syn-
chronous approach for training. (2) Dierent clients may train
on dierent quantity of samples per training round and results in
dierent round time that is similar to the straggler eect, which im-
pacts the training time and potentially also the accuracy. We name
this observation the data quantity heterogeneity. (3) In datacenter
distributed learning, the classes and features of the training data
are uniformly distributed among all clients, namely Independent
Identical Distribution (IID). However, in FL, the distribution of data
classes and features depends on the data owners, thus resulting in
a non-uniform data distribution, known as non-Identical Indepen-
dent Distribution (non-IID data heterogeneity). Our experiments
show that such heterogeneity can signicantly impact the training
time and accuracy.
Driven by the above observations, we propose TiFL, a Tier-based
Federated Learning System. e key idea here is adaptively select-
ing clients with similar per round training time so that the hetero-
geneity problem can be mitigated without impacting the model
accuracy. Specically, we rst employ a lightweight proler to mea-
sure the training time of each client and group them into dierent
logical data pools based on the measured latency, called tiers. Dur-
ing each training round, clients are selected uniform randomly from
the same tier based on the adaptive client selection algorithm of
TiFL. In this way, the heterogeneity problem is mitigated as clients
belonging to the same tier have similar training time. In addition
to heterogeneity mitigation, such tiered design and adaptive client
selection algorithm also allows controlling the training through-
put and accuracy by adjusting the tier selection intelligently, e.g.,
selecting tiers such that the model accuracy is maintained while pri-
oritizing selection of faster tiers. We further prove that the tiering
method is compatible with privacy-preserving FL.
While resource heterogeneity and data quantity heterogeneity
information can be reected in the measured training time, the
non-IID data heterogeneity information is dicult to capture. is
is because any aempt to measure the class and feature distribu-
tion violates the privacy-preserving requirements. To solve this
challenge, TiFL oers an adaptive client selection algorithm that
uses the accuracy as indirect measure to infer the non-IID data het-
erogeneity information and adjust the tiering algorithm on-the-y
to minimize the training time and accuracy impact. Such approach
also serves as an online version to be used in an environment where
the characteristics of heterogeneity change over time.
We prototype TiFL in a FL testbed that follows the architecture
design of Google’s FL system [4] and perform extensive experi-
mental evaluation to verify its eectiveness and robustness using
both the popular ML benchmarks and state-of-the-art FL bench-
mark LEAF [7]. e experimental results show that in the resource
heterogeneity case, TiFL can improve the training time by a mag-
nitude of 6× without aecting the accuracy. In the data quantity
heterogeneity case, a 3× speedup is observed in training time with
comparable accuracy to the conventional FL. Overall, TiFL outper-
forms the conventional FL with legal parameter number in de-
nition of 3× improvement in training time and 8% improvement
in accuracy in CIFAR10 [20] and 3× improvement in training time
using FEMINIST[7] under LEAF.
2 RELATEDWORK
Federated Learning. e most recent research eorts in FL have
been focusing on the functionality [19], scalability [4], privacy [5,
26], and tackling heterogeneity [10, 23]. Existing FL approaches
[6, 19, 25] do not account for the resource and data heterogeneity,
mainly focusing on weight and model compression to reduce com-
munication overhead. ey are not straggler-aware even though
there can be signicant latency issues with stragglers. In synchro-
nous FL, a xed number of clients are queried in each learning epoch
to ensure performance and data privacy. Recent synchronous FL
algorithms focus on reducing the total training time without con-
sidering the straggler clients. For example, [25] proposes to reduce
network communication costs by performing multiple SGD (sto-
chastic gradient descent) updates locally and batching clients. [19]
reduces communication bandwidth consumption by structured and
sketched updates. FedCS [28] proposes to solve client selection is-
sue via a deadline-based approach that lters out slowly-responding
clients. However, FedCS does not consider how this approach ef-
fects the contributing factors of straggler clients in model training.
Similarly, [36] proposes an algorithm for running FL on resource-
constrained devices. However, they do not aim to handle straggler
clients and treat all clients as resource-constrained. In contrast, we
focus on scenarios where resource-constrained devices are paired
with more powerful devices to perform FL.
Most asynchronous FL algorithms do not take into consideration
the eects of client drop-outs. For instance, [32] provides perfor-
mance guarantee only for convex loss functions with bounded
delay assumption. Furthermore, the comparison of synchronous
and asynchronous methods of distributed gradient descent [4] sug-
gest that FL should use the synchronous approach [5, 25], as it is
more secure than the asynchronous approaches.
In the interest of space, for further background information, we
recommend readers to read these papers [18, 22], where an in-depth
discussion is oered for the current challenges and state-of-the-art
systems in Federated Learning.
Stragglers in Datacenter Distributed Learning. Similar to
datacenter distributed learning systems, the straggler problem also
exists in FL and it is greatly pronounced in the synchronous learn-
ing seing. e signicantly higher heterogeneity levels in FL
makes it more challenging. [4] proposes a simple approach to han-
dle stragglers problem in FL, where the aggregator selects 130% of
the target number of devices to initially participate, and discards
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stragglers during training process. With this method, the aggrega-
tor can get 30% tolerance for the stragglers by ignoring the updates
from the slower edge devices. However, the 30% is set arbitrarily
which requires further tuning. Furthermore simply dropping the
slower clients might exclude certain data distributions available on
the slower clients from contributing towards training the global
model. FedProx [23] also tackles resource and data heterogeneity
by making improvements on the FedAvg algorithm. However, they
also discard training data to make up for the systems heterogeneity.
[23] takes into account the resource heterogeneity. However, the
proposed approach is mainly focused on only two types of clients
- stragglers and non-stragglers. In a real FL environment there
is a wide range of heterogeneity levels. e proposed approach
performs well in case of high ration of stragglers vs non-stragglers
(80-90%). Moreover, their proposed solution involves partial train-
ing on stragglers which can further lead to biasness in trained model
and sub-optimal model accuracy as explained in Section 5.2.4. [15]
proposes that adding local cache is an ecient and reliable tech-
nique to deal with stragglers in datacenter distributed Learning.
However, FL is powerless in governing the resources on client side,
so it’s impractical to implement similar mechanisms in FL.
[10] proposes a general statistical model for Byzantine machines
and clients with data heterogeneity that clusters based on data
distribution. While data distribution may cause stragglers, [10] fo-
cuses on grouping edge devices such that their datasets are similar.
e authors do not consider the impact of clustering on training
time or accuracy. [13] propose a novel design named RapidReas-
signment to handle straggles by specializing work shedding. It
uses P2P communication among workers to detect slowed workers,
performs work re-assignment, and exploits iteration knowledge to
further reduce how much data needs to be preloaded on helpers.
However, as stated in Section 1, migrating a user’s private data
to other unknown users’ devices is strictly restricted in FL. An
analogical approach named SpecSync is proposed in [40], where
each worker speculates about the parameter updates from others,
and if necessary, it aborts the ongoing computation, pulls fresher
parameters to start over, so as to opportunistically improve the
training quality. However, information sharing between clients is
not allowed in FL.
3 HETEROGENEITY IMPACT STUDY
Compared with datacenter distributed learning and cross-silo FL,
one of the key features of cross-device FL is the signicant resource
and data heterogeneity among clients, which can potentially impact
both the training throughput and the model accuracy. Resource
heterogeneity arises as a result of vast number of computational
devices with varying computational and communication capabili-
ties involved in the training process. e data heterogeneity arises
as a result of two main reasons - (1) the varying number of train-
ing data samples available at each client and (2) the non-uniform
distribution of classes and features among the clients.
3.1 Formulating Vanilla Federated Learning
Cross-device FL is performed as an iterative process whereby the
model is trained over a series of global training rounds, and the
trained model is shared by all the involved clients. We dene K as
the total pool of clients available to select from for each global train-
ing round, and C as the set of clients selected per round. In every
global training round, the aggregator selects a random fraction of
clients Cr from K . e vanilla cross-device FL algorithm is briey
summarized in Alg. 1. e aggregator rst randomly initializes
weights of the global model denoted by ω0. At the beginning of
each round, the aggregator sends the current model weights to
a subset of randomly selected clients. Each selected client then
trains its local model with its local data and sends back the updated
weights to the aggregator aer local training. At each round, the
aggregator waits until all selected clients respond with their corre-
sponding trained weights. is iterative process keeps on updating
the global model until a certain number of rounds are completed
or a desired accuracy is reached.
e state-of-the-art cross-device FL system proposed in [5] adopts
a client selection policy where clients are selected randomly. A
coordinator is responsible for creating and deploying a master ag-
gregator and multiple child aggregators for achieving scalability
as the real world cross-device FL system can involve up to 1010
clients [5, 18, 22].
At each round, the master aggregator collects the weights from
all the child aggreagtors to update the global model.
3.2 Heterogeneity Impact Analysis
e resource and data heterogeneity among involved clients may
lead to varying response latencies (i.e., the time between a client
receives the training task and returns the results) in the cross-device
FL process, which is usually referred as the straggler problem.
We denote the response latency of a client ci as Li , and the
latency of a global training round is dened as
Lr = Max
(
L1,L2,L3,L4...L |C |
)
. (1)
where Lr is the latency of round r . From Equation (1), we can see
the latency of a global training round is bounded by the maximum
training latency of clients in C , i.e., the slowest client.
We dene τ levels of clients, i.e., within the same level, the clients
have similar response latencies. Assume that the total number of
levels ism and τm is the slowest level with |τm | clients inside. In the
baseline case (Alg. 1), the aggregator selects the clients randomly,
resulting in a group of selected clients with composition spanning
multiple client levels.
We formulate the probability of selecting |C | clients from all
client levels except the slowest level τm as follows:
Pr =
( |K |− |τm |
|C |
)( |K |
|C |
) . (2)
Accordingly, the probability of at least one client in C comes from
τm can be formulated as:
Prs = 1 − Pr . (3)
Theorem 3.1. a−1b−1 <
a
b , while 1 < a < b
Proof. Since 1 < a < b, we could get ab − b < ab − a, that is
(a − 1)b < (b − 1)a and a−1b−1 < ab . 
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Prs = 1 −
( |K |− |τm |
|C |
)( |K |
|C |
)
= 1 − (|K | − |τm |)...(|K | − |τm | − |C | + 1)|K |...(|K | − |C | + 1)
= 1 − |K | − |τm ||K | ...
|K | − |τm | − |C | + 1
|K | − |C | + 1
(4)
By applying theorem 3.1, we get:
Prs > 1 − |K | − |τm ||K | ...
|K | − |τm |
|K |
= 1 − ( |K | − |τm ||K | )
|C |
(5)
In real-world scenarios, large number of clients can be selected
at each round, which makes |K | extremely large. As a subset of K ,
the size of C can also be suciently large. Since |K |− |τm ||K | < 1, we
get ( |K |− |τm ||K | ) |C | ≈ 0, which makes Prs ≈ 1, meaning in a vanilla
cross-device FL training process, the probability of selecting at least
one client from the slowest level is reasonably high for each round.
According to Equation (1), the random selection strategy adopted
by state-of-the-art cross-device FL system may suer from a slow
training performance.
Algorithm 1 Federated Averaging Training Algorithm
1: Aggregator: initialize weight w0
2: for each round r = 0 to N − 1 do
3: Cr = (random set of |C | clients)
4: for each client c ∈ Cr in parallel do
5: wcr+1 = TrainClient(c)
6: sc = (training size of c)
7: end for
8: wr+1 =
∑ |C |
c=1w
c
r+1 ∗ sc∑|C |
c=1 sc
9: end for
3.3 Experimental Study
To experimentally verify the above analysis and demonstrate the
impact of resource heterogeneity and data quantity heterogeneity,
we conduct a study with a setup similar to the paper [8]. e testbed
is briey summarized as follows -
• We use a total of 20 clients and each client is further divided
into 5 groups with 4 client per group.
• We allocate 4 CPUs, 2 CPUs, 1 CPU, 1/3 CPU, 1/5 CPU
for every client from group 1 through 5 respectively to
emulate the resource heterogeneity.
• e model is trained on the image classication dataset
CIFAR10 [20] using the vanilla cross-device FL process 3.1
(model and learning parameters are detailed in Section 5).
• Experiments with dierent data size for every client are
conducted to produce data heterogeneity results.
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Figure 1: (a) Training time per round (logscale) with re-
source heterogeneity and data amount heterogeneity; (b) ac-
curacy under varying number of classes per client (non-IID).
As shown in Fig. 1 (a), with the same amount of CPU resource,
increasing the data size from 500 to 5000 results in a near-linear in-
crease in training time per round. As the amount of CPU resources
allocated to each client increases, the training time gets shorter. Ad-
ditionally, the training time increases as the number of data points
increase with the same number of CPUs. ese preliminary results
imply that the straggler issues can be severe under a complicated
and heterogeneous FL environment.
To evaluate the impact of data distribution heterogeneity, we
keep the same CPU resources for every client (i.e., 2 CPUs) and gen-
erate a biased class and feature distribution following [41]. Speci-
cally, we distribute the dataset in such a way that every client has
equal number of images from 2 (non-IID(2)), 5 (non-IID(5)) and 10
(non-IID(10)) classes, respectively. We train the model on Cifar10
dataset using the vanilla FL system as described in Section 3.1 with
the model and training parameters detailed in Section 5. As seen in
Fig. 1 (b), there is a clear dierence in the accuracy with dierent
non-IID distributions. e best accuracy is given by the IID since
it represents a uniform class and feature distribution. As the num-
ber of classes per client is reduced, we observe a corresponding
decrease in accuracy. Using 10 classes per client reduces the nal
accuracy by around 6% compared to IID (it is worth noting that
non-IID(10) is not the same as IID as the feature distribution in
non-IID(10) is skewed compare to IID). In the case of 5 classes per
client, the accuracy is further reduced by 8%. e lowest accuracy
is observed in the 2 classes per client case, which has a signicant
18% drop in accuracy.
ese studies demonstrate that the data and resource hetero-
geneity can cause signicant impact on training time and training
accuracy in cross-device FL. To tackle these problems, we propose
TiFL— a tier-based FL system which introduces a heterogeneity-
aware client selection methodology that selects the most protable
clients during each round of the training to minimize the hetero-
geneity impact while preserving the FL privacy proprieties, thus
improving the overall training performance of cross-device FL (in
the following, we use FL to denote cross-device FL for simplicity).
4
4 TIFL: A TIER-BASED FEDERATED
LEARNING SYSTEM
In this section, we present the design of the proposed tier-based
federated learning system TiFL. e key idea of a tier-based system
is that given the global training time of a round is bounded by
the slowest client selected in that round (see Equation 1), selecting
clients with similar response latency in each round can signicantly
reduce the training time. We rst give an overview of the archi-
tecture and the main ow of TiFL system. en we introduce the
proling and tiering approach. Based on the proling and tiering
results, we explain how a tier selection algorithm can potentially
mitigate the heterogeneity impact through a straw-man proposal
as well as the limitations of such static selection approach. To this
end, we propose an adaptive tier selection algorithm to address the
limitations of the straw-man proposal. Finally, we propose an ana-
lytical model through which one can estimate the expected training
time using selection probabilities of tiers and the total number of
training rounds.
4.1 System Overview
e overall system architecture of TiFL is present in Fig. 2. TiFL
follows the system design to the state-of-the-art FL system [5] and
adds two new components: a tiering module (a proler & tiering
algorithms) and a tier scheduler. ese newly added components can
be incorporated into the coordinator of the existing FL system [4].
It is worth to note that in Fig. 2, we only show a single aggregator
rather than the hierarchical master-child aggregator design for a
clean presentation purpose. TiFL supports master-child aggregator
design for scalability and fault tolerance.
In TiFL, the rst step is to collect the latency metrics of all the
available clients through a lightweight proling as detailed in Sec-
tion 4.2. e proled data is further utilized by our tiering algorithm.
is groups the clients into separate logical pools called tiers. Once
the scheduler has the tiering information (i.e., tiers that the clients
belong to and the tiers’ average response latencies), the training
process begins. Dierent from vanilla FL that employs a random
client selection policy, in TiFL the scheduler selects a tier and then
randomly selects targeted number of clients from that tier. Aer
the selection of clients, the training proceeds as state-of-the-art FL
system does. By design, TiFL is non-intrusive and can be easily
plugged into any existing FL system in that the tiering and sched-
uler module simply regulate client selection without intervening
the underlying training process.
4.2 Proling and Tiering
Given the global training time of a round is bounded by the slowest
client selected in that round (see Equation 1), if we can select clients
with similar response latency in each round, the training time can
be improved. However, in FL, the response latency is unknown
a priori, which makes it challenging to carry out the above idea.
To solve this challenge, we introduce a process through which the
clients are tiered (grouped) by the Proling and Tiering module as
shown in Fig. 2. As the rst step, all available clients are initialized
with a response latency Li of 0. e proling and tiering module
then assigns all the available clients the proling tasks. e proling
tasks execute for sync rounds rounds and in each proling round,
Data Parties
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Very Fast Tier Fast Tier Very Slow Tier
….
Tier Scheduler Aggregator
Profiler & Tiering 
Algorithm
Tier Accuracy & 
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Figure 2: Overview of TiFL.
the aggregator asks every client to train on the local data and
waits for their acknowledgement for Tmax seconds. All clients
that respond within Tmax have their response latency value RTi
incremented with the actual training time, while the ones that have
timed out are incremented by Tmax . Aer sync rounds rounds
are completed, the clients with Li >= sync rounds ∗ Tmax are
considered dropouts and excluded from the rest of the calculation.
e collected training latencies from clients creates a histogram,
which is split intom groups and the clients that fall into the same
group forms a tier. e average response latency is then calculated
for each group and recorded persistently which is used later for
scheduling and selecting tiers. e proling and tiering can be
conducted periodically for systems with changing computation and
communication performance over the time so that clients can be
adaptively grouped into the right tiers.
4.3 Straw-man Proposal: Static Tier Selection
Algorithm
In this section, we present a naive static tier-based client selection
policy and discuss its limitations, which motivates us to develop
an advanced adaptive tier selection algorithm in the next section.
While the proling and tiering module introduced in Section 4.2
groups clients into m tiers based on response latencies, the tier
selection algorithm focuses on how to select clients from the proper
tiers in the FL process to improve the training performance. e
natural way to improve training time is to prioritize towards faster
tiers, rather than selecting clients randomly from all tiers (i.e., the
full K pool). However, such selection approach reduces the training
time without taking into consideration of the model accuracy and
privacy properties. To make the selection more general, one can
specify each tier nj is selected based on a predened probability,
which sums to 1 across all tiers. Within each tier, | C | clients are
uniform randomly selected.
In a real-world FL scenarios, there can be a large number of
clients involved in the FL process (e.g., up to 1010) [5, 18, 22]. us
in our tiering-based approach, the number of tiers is set such that
m << |K | and number of clients per tier nj is always greater than
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|C |. e selection probability of a tier is controllable, which results
in dierent trade-os. If the users’ objective is to reduce the overall
training time, they may increase the chances of selecting the faster
tiers. However, drawing clients only from the fastest tier may
inevitably introduce training bias due to the fact that dierent
clients may own a diverse set of heterogeneous training data spread
across dierent tiers; as a result, such bias may end up aecting the
accuracy of the global model. To avoid such undesired behavior, it
is preferable to involve clients from dierent tiers so as to cover a
diverse set of training datasets. We perform an empirical analysis
on the latency-accuracy trade-o in Section 5.
4.4 Adaptive Tier Selection Algorithm
While the above naive static selection method is intuitive, it does
not provide a method to automatically tune the trade-o to optimize
the training performance nor adjust the selection based on changes
in the system. In this section, we propose an adaptive tier selection
algorithm that can automatically strike a balance between training
time and accuracy, and adapt the selection probabilities adaptively
over training rounds based on the changing system conditions.
Algorithm 2 Adaptive Tier Selection Algorithm. Creditst : the
credits of Tier t , I : the interval of changing probabilities,TestDatat :
evaluation dataset specic to that tier t , Art : test accuracy of tier t
at round r , τ : set of Tiers.
1: Aggregator: initialize weightw0, currentTier = 1,TestDatat ,
Creditst , equal probability with 1T , for each tier t .
2: for each round r = 0 to N − 1 do
3: if r%I == 0 and r ≥ I then
4: if ArcurrentT ier ≤ Ar−IcurrentT ier then
5: NewProbs = ChanдeProbs(Ar1,Ar2 ...ArT )
6: end if
7: end if
8: while True do
9: currentTier = (select one tier from T tiers with
NewProbs)
10: if CreditscurrentT ier > 0 then
11: CreditscurrentT ier = CreditscurrentT ier − 1
12: break
13: end if
14: end while
15: Cr = (random set of |C | clients from currentTier )
16: CreditscurrentT ier− = 1
17: for each client c ∈ Cr in parallel do
18: wcr = TrainClient(c)
19: sc = (training size of c)
20: end for
21: wr =
∑ |C |
c=1w
c
r+1 ∗ sc∑|C |
c=1 sc
22: for each t in τ do
23: Art = Eval(wr ,TestDatat )
24: end for
25: end for
e observation here is that heavily selecting certain tiers (e.g.,
faster tiers) may eventually lead to a biased model, TiFL needs to
balance the client selection from other tiers (e.g., slower tiers). e
question being which metric should be used to balance the selection.
Given the goal here is to minimize the bias of the trained model,
we can monitor the accuracy of each tier throughout the training
process. A lower accuracy value of a tier t typically indicates
that the model has been trained with less involvement of this tier,
therefore tier t should contribute more in the next training rounds.
To achieve this, we can increase the selection probabilities for tiers
with lower accuracy. To achieve good training time, we also need to
limit the selection of slower tiers across training rounds. erefore,
we introduce Creditst , a constraint that denes how many times a
certain tier can be selected.
Specically, a tier is initialized randomly with equal selection
probability. Aer the weights are received and the global model
is updated, the global model is evaluated on every client for every
tier on their respective TestData and their resulting accuracies are
stored as the corresponding tier t ’s accuracy for that round r . is
is stored in Art , which is the mean accuracy for all the clients in
tier t in training round r . In the subsequent training rounds, the
adaptive algorithm updates the probability of each tier based on that
tier’s test accuracy at every I rounds. is is done in the function
ChanдeProbs , which adjusts the probabilities such that the lower
accuracy tiers get higher probabilities to be selected for training;
then with the new tier-wise selection probabilities (NewProbs), a
tier which has remaining Creditst is selected from all available
tiers τ . e selected tier will have its Creditst decremented. As
clients from a particular tier gets selected over and over throughout
the training rounds, the Creditst for that tier ultimately reduces
down to zero, meaning that it will not be selected again in the
future. is serves as a control knob for the number of times a
tier is selected and by seing this upper-bound, we can limit the
amount of times a slower tier contributes to the training, thereby
eectively gaining some control over seing a so upper-bound
on the total training time. For the straw-man implementation, we
used a skewed probability of selection to manipulate training time.
Since we now wish to adaptively change the probabilities, we add
the Creditst to gain control over limiting training time.
On one hand, the tier-wise accuracy Atr essentially makes TiFL’s
adaptive tier selection algorithm data heterogeneity aware; as such,
TiFL makes the tier selection decision by taking into account the
underlying dataset selection biasness, and automatically adapt the
tier selection probabilities over time. On the other hand,Creditst is
introduced to intervene the training time by enforcing a constraint
over the selection of the relatively slower tiers. While Creditst
and Art mechanisms optimize towards two dierent and sometimes
contradictory objectives — training time and accuracy, TiFL cohe-
sively synergizes the two mechanisms to strike a balance for the
training time-accuracy trade-o. More importantly, with TiFL, the
decision making process is automated, thus relieving the users from
intensive manual eort. e adaptive algorithm is summarized in
Algo. 2.
4.5 Training Time Estimation Model
In real-life scenarios, the training time and resource budget is typi-
cally nite. As a result, FL users may need to compromise between
training time and accuracy. A training time estimation model would
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facilitate users to navigate the training time-accuracy trade-o
curve to eectively achieve desired training goals. erefore, we
build a training time estimation model that can estimate the overall
training time based on the given latency values and the selection
probability of each tier:
Lall =
n∑
i=1
(Lt ier i ∗ Pi ) ∗ R, (6)
where Lall is the total training time, Lt ier i is the response latency
of tier i , Pi is the probability of tier i , and R is the total number
of training rounds. e model is a sum of products of the tier and
latencies, which gives the latency expectation per round. is is
multiplied by the total number of training rounds to get the total
training time.
4.6 Discussion: Compatibility with
Privacy-Preserving Federated Learning
FL has been used together with privacy preserving approaches such
as dierential privacy to prevent aacks that aim to extract private
information [27, 31]. Privacy-preserving FL is based on client-
level dierential privacy, where the privacy guarantee is dened
at each individual client. is can be accomplished by each client
implementing a centralized private learning algorithm as their local
training approach. For example, with neural networks this would
be one or more epochs using the approach proposed in [2]. is
requires each client to add the appropriate noise into their local
learning to protect the privacy of their individual datasets. Here we
demonstrate that TiFL is compatible with such privacy preserving
approaches.
Assume that for client ci , one round of local training using a
dierentially private algorithm is (ϵ , δ )-dierentially private, where
ϵ bounds the impact any individual may have on the algorithm’s
output and δ denes the probability that this bound is violated.
Smaller ϵ values therefore signify tighter bounds and a stronger
privacy guarantee. Enforcing smaller values of ϵ requires more
noise to be added to the model updates sent by clients to the FL
server which leads to less accurate models. Selecting clients at
each round of FL has distinct privacy and accuracy implications
for client-level privacy-preserving FL approaches. For simplicity
we assume that all clients are adhering to the same privacy budget
and therefore same (ϵ , δ ) values. Let us rst consider the scenario
wherein C is chosen uniformly at random each round. Compared
with each client participating in each round, the overall privacy
guarantee, using random sampling amplication [3], improves from
(ϵ , δ ) to (O(qϵ), qδ ) where q = |C ||K | . is means that there is a
stronger privacy guarantee with the same noise scale. Clients may
therefore add less noise per round or more rounds may be conducted
without sacricing privacy. For the tiered approach the guarantee
also improves. Compared to (ϵ , δ ) in the all client scenario, the tiered
approach improves to an (O(qmaxϵ),qmaxδ ) privacy guarantee
where the probability of selecting tier with weight θ j is given by
1
nt ier s ∗ θ j , qmax = maxj=1... |nt ier s | qj and qj = ( 1nt ier s ∗ θ j )
|C |
|nj | .
Table 1: Scheduling Policy Congurations.
DataSet Policy Selection probabilities
Cifar10 / FEMNIST
Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 Tier 5
vanilla N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
slow 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
uniform 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
random 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.05
fast 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MNIST
FMNIST
vanilla N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
uniform 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
fast1 0.225 F0.225 0.225 0.225 0.1
fast2 0.2375 0.2375 0.2375 0.2375 0.05
fast3 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.0
5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We prototype TiFL with both the naive and our adaptive selection
approach and perform extensive testbed experiments under three
scenarios: resource heterogeneity, data heterogeneity, and resource
plus data heterogeneity.
5.1 Experimental Setup
Testbed. As a proof of concept case study, we build a FL testbed
for the syntehtic datasets by deploying 50 clients on a CPU cluster
where each client has its own exclusive CPU(s) using Tensorow [1].
In each training round, 5 clients are selected to train on their own
data and send the trained weights to the server which aggregates
them and updates the global model similar to [4, 25]. [4] introduces
multiple levels of server aggregators in order to achieve scalability
and fault tolerance in extreme scale situations, i.e., with millions of
clients. In our prototype, we simplify the system to use a powerful
single aggragator as it is sucient for our purpose here, i.e., our
system does not suer from scalabiltiy and fault tolerance issues,
though multiple layers of aggregator can be easily integrated into
TiFL.
We also extend the widely adopted large scale distributed FL
framework LEAF [7] in the same way. LEAF provides inherently
non-IID with data quantity and class distributions heterogene-
ity. LEAF framework does not provide the resource heterogeneity
among the clients, which is one of the key properties of any real-
world FL system. e current implementation of the LEAF frame-
work is a simulation of a FL system where the clients and server
are running on the same machine. To incorporate the resource
heterogeneity we rst extend LEAF to support the distributed FL
where every client and the aggregator can run on separate ma-
chines, making it a real distributed system. Next, we deploy the
aggregator and clients on their own dedicated hardware. is re-
source assignment for every client is done through uniform random
distribution resulting in equal number of clients per hardware type.
By adding the resource heterogeneity and deploying them to sepa-
rate hardware, each client mimics a real-world edge-device. Given
that LEAF already provides non-IIDness, with the newly added
resource heterogeneity feature the new framework provides a real
world FL system which supports data quantity, quality and resource
heterogeneity. For our setup, we use exactly the same sampling
size used by the LEAF [7] paper (0.05) resulting in a total of 182
clients, each with a variety of image quantities.
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Table 2: Estimated VS Actual Training Time.
Policy Estimated [s] Actual [s] MAPE [%]
slow 46242 44977 2.76
uniform 12693 12643 0.4
random 5143 5053 1.8
fast 1837 1750 5.01
5.2 Experimental Results
Models and Datasets. We use four image classication applica-
tions for evaluating TiFL. We use MNIST and Fashion-MNIST [37],
where each contains 60,000 training images and 10,000 test images,
where each image is 28x28 pixels. We use a CNN model for both
datasets, which starts with a 3x3 convolution layer with 32 channels
and ReLu activation, followed by a 3x3 convolution layer with 64
channels and ReLu activation, a MaxPooling layer of size 2x2, a
fully connected layer with 128 units and ReLu activation, and a
fully connected layer with 10 units and ReLu activation. Dropout
0.25 is added aer the MaxPooling layer, dropout 0.5 is added before
the last fully connected layer. We use Cifar10 [20], which contains
richer features compared to MNIST and Fashion-MNIST. ere is a
total of 60,000 colour images, where each image has 32x32 pixels.
e full dataset is split evenly between 10 classes, and partitioned
into 50,000 training and 10,000 test images. e model is a four-
layer convolution network ending with two fully-connected layers
before the somax layer. It was trained with a dropout of 0.25.
Lastly we also use the FEMNIST data set from LEAF framework
[7]. is is an image classication dataset which consists of 62
classes and the dataset is inherently non-IID with data quantity
and class distributions heterogeneity. We use the standard model
architecture as provided in LEAF [6].
Training Hyperparameters. We use RMSprop as the optimizer
in local training and set the initial learning rate (η) as 0.01 and
decay as 0.995. Local batch size of each client is 10, and local epochs
is 1. e total number of clients (|K |) is 50 and the number of
participated clients (|C |) at each round is 5. For FEMNIST we use
the default training parameters provided by the LEAF Framework
(SGD with lr 0.004, batch size 10). We train for a total of 2000
rounds for FEMNIST and 500 rounds for the synthetic datasets.
Every experiment is run 5 times and we use the average values.
Heterogeneous Resource Setup. Among all the clients, we split
them into 5 groups with equal clients per group. For MNIST and
Fashion-MNIST, each group is assigned with 2 CPUs, 1 CPU, 0.75
CPU, 0.5 CPU, and 0.25 CPU per part respectively. For the larger
Cifar10 and FEMINIST model, each group is assigned with 4 CPUs,
2 CPUs, 1 CPU, 0.5 CPU, and 0.1 CPU per part respectively. is
leads to varying training time for clients belong to dierent groups.
By using the tiering algorithm of TiFL, there are 5 tiers
Heterogeneous Data Distribution. FL diers from the datacen-
ter distributed learning in that the clients involved in the training
process may have non-uniform data distribution in terms of amount
of data per client and the non-IID data distribution. • For data quan-
tity heterogeneity, the training data sample distribution is 10%, 15%,
20%, 25%, 30% of total dataset for dierence groups, respectively,
hp://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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Figure 3: Comparison results for dierent selection policies
on Cifar10 with resource heterogeneity (Column 1) and data
quantity heterogeneity (Column 2).
unless otherwise specically dened. • For non-IID heterogene-
ity, we use dierent non-IID strategies for dierent datasets. For
MNIST and Fashion-MNIST, we adopt the seing in [25], where
we sort the labels by value rst, divide into 100 shards evenly, and
then assign each client two shards so that each client holds data
samples from at most two classes. For Cifar10, we shard the dataset
unevenly in a similar way and limit the number of classes to 5 per
client (non-IID(5)) following [41], [24] unless explicitly mentioned
otherwise. In the case of FEMINIST we use its default non-IID-ness.
Scheduling Policies. We evaluate several dierent naive schedul-
ing policies of the proposed tier-based selection approach, dened
by the selection probability from each tier, and compare it with the
state-of-the-practice policy (or no policy) that existing FL works
adopt, i.e., randomly select 5 clients from all clients in each round
[4, 25], agnostic to any heterogeneity in the system. We name it as
vanilla . fast is a policy that TiFL only selects the fastest clients
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Figure 4: Comparison results for dierent selection policies on Cifar10 with diernt levels of non-IID heterogeneity (Class)
and xed resources.
in each round. random demonstrates the case where the selection
of the fastest tier is prioritized over slower ones. uniform is a base
case for our tier-based naive selection policy where every tier has
an equal probability of being selected. slow is the worst policy
that TiFL only selects clients from the slowest tiers and we only
include it here for reference purpose so that we can see a perfor-
mance range between the best case and the worst case scenarios for
static tier-based selection approach. We use the above policies for
CIFAR-10 and FEMINIST training. For MNIST and Fashion-MNIST,
given it is a much more lightweight workload, we focus on demon-
strating the sensitivity analysis when the policy prioritizes more
aggressively towards the fast tier, i.e., from fast1 to fast3 , the
slowest tier’s selection probability has reduced from 0.1 to 0 while
all other tiers got equal probability. We also include the uniform
policy for comparison, which is the same as in CIFAR-10. Table 1
summarizes all these scheduling policies by showing their selection
probabilities.
5.2.1 Training Time Estimation via Analytical Model. In this sec-
tion, we evaluate the accuracy of our training time estimation model
on dierent naive tier selection policies by comparing the estima-
tion results of the model with the measurements obtained from
test-bed experiments. e estimation model takes as input of the
proled average latency of each tier, the selection probabilities, and
total number of training rounds to estimate the training time. We
use mean average prediction error (MAPE) as the evaluation metric,
which is dened as follows:
MAPE =
|Lestall − Lactall |
Lactall
∗ 100, (7)
where Lestall is the estimated training time calculated by the esti-
mation model and Lactall is the actual training time measured during
the training process. Table 2 demonstrates the comparison results.
e results suggest the analytical model is very accurate as the
estimation error never exceeds more than 6 %.
5.2.2 Resource Heterogeneity. In this sections, we evaluate the
performance of TiFL in terms of training time and model accuracy
in a resource heterogeneous environment as depicted in 5.1 and
we assume there is no data heterogeneity. In practice, data hetero-
geneity is a norm in FL, we evaluate this scenario to demonstrate
how TiFL tame resource heterogeneity alone and we evaluate the
scenario with both resource and data heterogeneity in Section 5.2.4.
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Figure 5: Comparison results for dierent selection poli-
cies on MNIST (Column 1) and FMNIST (Column 2) with re-
source plus data heterogeneity.
In the interest of space, we only present the Cifar10 results here
as MNIST and Fashion-MNIST share the similar observations. e
results are organized in Fig. 3 (column 1), which clearly indicate
that when we prioritize towards the fast tiers, the training time
reduces signicantly. Compared with vanilla, fast achieves almost
11 times improvement in training time, see Fig. 3 (a). One interest-
ing observation is that even uniform has an improvement of over 6
times over the vanilla. is is because the training time is always
bounded by the slowest client selected in each training round. In
TiFL, selecting clients from the same tier minimizes the straggler
issue in each round, and thus greatly improves the training time.
For accuracy comparison, Fig. 3 (c) shows that the dierence be-
tween polices are very small, i.e., less than 3.71% aer 500 rounds.
However, if we look at the accuracy over wall-clock time, TiFL
achieves much beer accuracy compared to vanilla, i.e., up to 6.19%
beer if training time is constraint, thanks to the much faster per
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Figure 6: Comparison results for dierent selection policies
on Cifar10 with resource plus non-IID heterogeneity hetero-
geneity (Column 1) and resource, data quantity, and non-IID
heterogeneity heterogeneity (Column 2).
round training time brought by TiFL, see Fig. 3 (e). Note here that
dierent policies may take very dierent amount of wall-clock time
to nish 500 rounds.
5.2.3 Data Heterogeneity. In this section, we evaluate data het-
erogeneity due to both data quantity heterogeneity and non-IID
heterogeneity as depicted in Section 5.1. To demonstrate only the
impact from data heterogeneity, we allocate homogeneous resource
to each client, i.e., 2 CPUs per client.
• Data quantity heterogeneity. e training time and accuracy re-
sults are show in Fig. 3 (column 2). In the interest of space, we only
show Cifar10 results here. From the training time comparison in
Fig. 3 (b), it is interesting that TiFL also helps in data heterogeneity
only case and achieves up to 3 times speedup. e reason is that
data quantity heterogeneity may also result in dierent round time,
which shares the similar eect as resource heterogeneity. Fig. 3
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Figure 7: Comparison results for dierent selection poli-
cies on Cifar10 with data quantity heterogeneity (Amount),
non-IID heterogeneity (Class), and resource plus data het-
erogeneity (Combine).
(d) and (f) show the accuracy comparison, where we can see fast
has relatively obvious drop compared to others because Tier 1 only
contains 10% of the data, which is a signicant reduction in volume
of the training data. slow is also a heavily biased policy towards
only one tier, but Tier 5 contains 30% of the data thus slow main-
tains good accuracy while worst training time. ese results imply
that like resource heterogeneity only, data heterogeneity only can
also benet from TiFL. However, policies that are too aggressive
toward faster tier needs to be used very carefully as clients in fast
tier achieve faster round time due to using less samples. It is also
worth to point out that in our experiments the total amount of data
is relatively limited. In a practical case where data is signicantly
more, the accuracy drop of fast is expected to be less pronounced.
• non-IID heterogeneity. We observe that non-IID heterogeneity
does not impact the training time. Hence, we omit the results
here. However, non-IID heterogeneity eects the accuracy. Fig.
4 shows the accuracy over rounds given 2, 5, and 10 classes per
client in a non-IID seing. We also show the IID results in plot for
comparison. ese results show that as the heterogeneity level in
non-IID heterogeneity increases, the accuracy impact also increases
for all policies due to the strongly biased training data. Another
important observation is that vanilla case and uniform have a beer
resilience than other policies, thanks to the unbiased selection
behavior, which helps minimize further bias introduced during the
client selection process.
5.2.4 Resource and Data Heterogeneity. is section presents
the most practical case study, since here we evaluate with both
resource and data heterogeneity combined.
MNIST and Fashion-MNIST (FMNIST) results are shown in
Fig. 5 columns 1 and 2 respectively. Overall, policies that are more
aggressive towards the fast tiers bring more speedup in training
time. For accuracy, all polices of TiFL are close to vanilla, except
fast3 falls short as it completely ignores the data in Tier 5.
Cifar10 results are shown in Fig. 6 column 1. It presents the
case of resource heterogeneity plus non-IID data heterogeneity
with equal data quantities per client and the results are similar
to resource heterogeneity only since non-IID data with the same
amount of data quantity per client results in a similar eect of
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Figure 8: Comparison results of Cifar10 under non-IID heterogeneity (Class) for dierent client selection policies with xed
resources (2 CPUs) per client.
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Figure 9: Comparison results for dierent selection policies
on LEAF with default data heterogeneity (quantity, non-IID
heterogeneity), and resource heterogeneity.
resource heterogeneity in terms of training time. However, the
accuracy degrades slightly more here as because of the non-IID-
ness the features are skewed, which results in more training bias
among dierent classes.
Fig. 6 column 2 shows the case of resource heterogeneity plus
both the data quantity heterogeneity and non-IID heterogeneity.
As expected, the training time shown in Fig. 6 (b) is similar to Fig. 6
(a) since the training time impact from dierent data amounts can
be corrected by TiFL. However, the behaviors of round accuracy
are quite dierent here as shown in Fig. 6 (d). e accuracy of fast
has degraded a lot more due to the data quantity heterogeneity as
it further amplies the training class bias (i.e., the data of some
classes become very lile to none) in the already very biased data
distribution caused by the non-IID heterogeneity. Similar reasons
can explain for other policies e best performing policy in accu-
racy here is the uniform case and is almost the same as vanilla,
thanks to the even selection nature which results in lile increase
in training class bias. Fig. 6 (f) shows the wall-clock time accuracy.
As expected, the signicantly improved per round time in TiFL
shows its advantage here as within the same time budget, more iter-
ations can be done with shorter round time and thus remedies the
accuracy disadvantage per round. fast still falls short than vanilla
in the long run as the limited and biased data limits the benets of
more iterations. fast also perform worse than vanilla as it has no
training advantage.
5.2.5 Adaptive Selection Policy. e above evaluation demon-
strate the naive selection approach inTiFL can signicantly improve
the training time, but sometimes can fall short in accuracy, espe-
cially when strong data heterogeneity presents as such approach
is data-heterogeneity agnostic. In this section, we evaluate the
proposed adaptive tier selection approach of TiFL, which takes into
consideration of both resource and data heterogeneity when mak-
ing scheduling decisions without privacy violation. We compare
adaptive with vanilla and uniform, and the later is the best accuracy
performing static policy.
Fig. 7 shows adaptive outperforms vanilla and uniform in both
training time and accuracy for resource heterogeneity with data
quantity heterogeneity (Amount) and non-IID heterogeneity (Class),
thanks to the data heterogeneity-aware schemes. In the combined
resource and data heterogeneity case (Combine), adaptive achieves
comparable accuracy with vanilla with almost half of the training
time, and performs similar as uniform in training time while im-
proves signicantly in accuracy. e above robust performance of
adaptive is credited to both the resource and data heterogeneity-
aware schemes. To demonstrate the robustness of adaptive, we
compare the accuracy over rounds for dierent policies under dif-
ferent non-IID heterogeneity in Fig. 8. It is clear that adaptive
consistently outperforms vanilla and uniform in dierent level of
non-IID heterogeneity.
5.2.6 Adaptive Selection Policy(LEAF). is section provides the
evaluation of TiFL using a widely adopted large scale distributed FL
dataset FEMINIST from the LEAF framework [7] . We use exactly
the same congurations (data distribution, total number of clients,
model and training hyperparameters) as mentioned in [7] resulting
in total number of 182 clients, i.e. deploy-able edge devices. Since
LEAF provides it’s own data distribution among devices the addi-
tion of resource heterogeneity results in a range of training times
thus generating a scenario where every edge device has a dierent
training latency. We further incorporated TiFL’s tiering module
and selection policy to the extended LEAF framework. e proling
modules collects the training latency of each clients and creates a
logical pool of tiers which is further utilized by the scheduler. e
scheduler selects a tier and then the edge clients within the tier
in each training round. For our experiments with LEAF we limit
the total number of tiers to 5 and during each round we select 10
clients, with 1 local epoch per round.
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Figure 9 shows the training time and accuracy over rounds for
LEAF with dierent client selection policies. Figure 9a shows the
training time for dierent selection policies. e least training time
is achieved by using the fast selection policy however, it impact the
nal model accuracy by almost 10% compared to vanilla selection
policy. e reason for the least accuracy for fast is the result of
less training point among the clients in tier 1. One interesting
observation is slow out performs the selection policy fast in terms
of accuracy even though each of these selection policies rely on
data from only one tier. It must be noted that the slow tier is not
only the reason of less computing resources but also the higher
quantity of training data points. ese results are consistent with
our observations from the results presented in Section 5.2.3.
Figure 9b shows the accuracy over-rounds for dierent selection
policies. Our proposed adaptive selection policy achieves 82.1%
accuracy and outperforms the slow and fast selection policies by 7%
and 10% respectively. e adaptive policy is on par with the vanilla
and uniform ( 82.4% and 82.6% respectively). when comparing the
total training time for 2000 rounds adaptive achieves 7 × and 2 ×
improvement compare to vani and uniform respectively. fast and
random both outperformed the adaptive in terms of training time
however, even aer convergence the accuracy for both of these
selection policies show a noticeable impact on the nal model accu-
racy. e results for FEMINIST using the extended LEAF framework
for both accuracy as well as training time are also consistent with
the results reported in Section 5.2.5.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate and quantify the heterogeneity impact
on “decentralized virtual supercomputer” - FL systems. Based on
the observations of our case study, we propose and prototype a
Tier-based Federated Learning System called TiFL. Tackling the re-
source and data heterogeneity, TiFL employs a tier-based approach
that groups clients in tiers by their training response latencies and
selects clients from the same tier in each training round. To ad-
dress the challenge that data heterogeneity information cannot
be directly measured due to the privacy constraints, we further
design an adaptive tier selection approach that enables TiFL be
data heterogeneity aware and outperform conventional FL in vari-
ous heterogeneous scenarios: resource heterogeneity, data quantity
heterogeneity, non-IID data heterogeneity, and their combinations.
Specically, TiFL achieves an improvement over conventional FL
by up to 3× speedup in overall training time and by 6% in accuracy.
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